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We consider the following problem: find u such that 
I 
u(x) > 0 
-du+a(x)u=ufN+2)lfN--2) in RN 
s 
lVu12dx< + co, 
RN 
(*I 
where NI 3 and a(x) is a nonnegative function. If la(x)1 LN/Z is sufhiently 
small we prove that problem (*) has at least one solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Consider the following problem: find a positive solution of 
-du+a(x)u= (zp2u on Q 
u E .9’-‘(O), (1.1) 
* The second author is indebted to the Istituto di Matematiche Applicate “U. Dini” for its 
kind and warm hospitality. 
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where s2 c RN, N 2_ 3, 2* = 2N/(N - 2), 
of +Z:( RN) with respect to the norm 
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a(x) 20, and g1%2(52) is the closure 
If $2 = RN and a(x) = 0, then problem (1.1) has the positive solution 
[N(N-2)]‘N-2”4 
(1 + ~X~2)V-W~ 
and all the positive solutions can be obtained by this one by translations 
and scale changes (cf. Cl], [ll], [18]). However, if Q # RN or a(x) $0 the 
situation is not so simple. For example if Q # RN and a(x) = 1, constant, 
as a consequence of the famous Pohozaev identity [15], it follows 
that implies if Q is a bounded starshaped domain [x v > 0 on &Z!] that 
(1.1) has no solutions if A3 0, while if Sz is an unbounded domain whose 
complement is starshaped [x . v < 0 on dQ] (1.1) has no solutions if I < 0. 
Moreover if Q = R” and a(x) = L # 0, constant, a generalized version of the 
Pohozaev identity [5], gives 
cl u*dx=O RN 
so there are no solutions with 1# 0. 
On the other hand, first, Coron [9], has proved that if a(x) - 0 and Q 
is bounded and “has a hole of a suitable size,” there exists at least one 
positive solution of (1.1). Afterwards, in a very remarkable paper [2], 
Bahri and Coron have proved that this result is true whenever Q is 
topologically nontrivial (in a suitable sense). 
At this point a question arises naturally: can a suitable assumption on 
a(x) replace the nontriviality of the topology? In [6] Brezis focused the 
attention of the mathematicians on this problem and he gave a simple 
example in which (1.1) has a solution even if 52 is a starshaped domain. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to the case in which Q = RN. We 
prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf Q = RN and 
u(x) >= 0 Vx E RN and a(x) 2 v  > 0 in a neighborhood of a point X. (1.2) 
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3p, < N/2 and p2 > N/2 and, for N = 3, p2 < 3, 
such that a E Lp, VP E [PI > P21 




then the problem (1.1) has at least one positive solution. 
Remark 1.2. The assumption (1.3) seems natural. In fact, suppose that 
a(x) has the following form 
a(x) 1 if 1x1< 1 = i 
1x1 -p if 1x1 2 1. 
If u is a solution of (1.1) by a variant of the Pohozaev identity (cf., e.g., 
[S]) we have 
a(x)+k(Va(x)Ix) u’dx=O. 1 (1.6) 
The above identity implies p > 2 and this is equivalent to saying that 




for /xl< 1 
for 1x1 2 1 
(1.6) implies that B c 2 which is equivalent to saying that a(x) E Lp2 for 
some p2 > N/2. 
Remark 1.3. The assumption (1.4) is related to the method we use to 
prove the existence of a solution. We suspect it might be weakened. 
Positive solutions of (l.l), if normalized in Lp(f2), correspond to the 
critical points (lying in the positive cone P of 9192(O)) of the functional 
f(u) = jRN (IW2 + 4x)u’) dx (1.7) 
constrained on the manifold 
M= UE9'~2(RN): jRN IU12* = 1). 
{ (1.8) 
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However, as we shall see in Section 2, the functional f does not achieve its 
inlimum on Mn P. So the minimax theory (cf. [ 16)) seems a more suitable 
tool. Nevertheless it cannot be applied in a straightforward way, since the 
couple (f, M) does not satisfy the compactness condition of Palais-Smale. 
Thus a more subtle investigation of the topology of the problem and of the 
“obstructions” to the compactness will be necessary. 
2. PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND A COMPACTNESS THEOREM 
Throughout this paper we shall denote by HA(RN) = H ‘( RN) the 
Sobolev space obtained as closure of %‘F(R”) in the norm 
lb&f:,= ~RN(Ivu12+u2wx] [ 
Ii2 
. 
It is well known that HA(RN) is a proper subspace of 9’,‘(RN). As usual 
H-‘(RN) will denote the dual of Hh(RN) and 1~1~ will be the norm of u in 
Lp(lRN). Also a(x) will be always supposed nonnegative and not identically 
equal to zero: precisely we shall suppose that a(x) satisfies (1.2) and 
without any loss of generality we shall assume that X in (1.2) is 0. 
We begin recalling some known facts. When Q = RN then S (defined in 
(1.5)) is achieved by the function 
1 
‘(‘)= (1 + lX\2)(N-2)/2 
Moreover, all minimizers for S are of the form cY((h(x- x0)) for some 
constants c#O, h>O and X~E RN (see [l], [6], [18]). Note that 
!P*(x)= [N(N- 2)] CN-2)‘4 Y(x) satisfies the equation 
-Au= j~[‘*~~ u in RN 
UE@+RN) 
(2.1) 
(see [ 111, [ 183). By the Gidas-NLNirenberg Theorem [ 121 every positive 
solution of (2.1) is spherically symmetric about some point; then using the 
Gidas analysis [ 1 l] of the spherically symmetric solutions of (2.1) the 
following uniqueness statement can be obtained: 
hOPOSITION 2.1. Any positive solution of (2.1) must be of the form 
[N(N-2) &J(N-2”4 
[s+ J~/&JV-~)/~ ’ ‘>” XoE RN 
(2.2) 
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Let us introduce now the free functionals of the energy1 and fa, related 
to the problems (1.1) and (2.1) respectively and defined on g’,2( RN) by 
We just mention that to any critical point u off constrained on A4 such 
that f(u) = y there corresponds by the relation u = Y(“-~)‘~u a free critical 
point off. 
Moreover we recall that the functions of the family (2.2) are the ground 
state solutions of (2-l), that is are the solutions with the least energy, 
namely (l/N) SN12, among all the nontrivial solutions of (2.1). The existence 
of infinitely many solutions of (2.1) of changing sign and not identiticable 
each other by scale changes and translations, has been proved by Ding 
[lo]. For the energy of any such solution the relation fm(,) > (2/N)SN12 
(cf. [8]) holds. We prove now a non existence result 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Nz 3 and a E LMi2 satisfy (1.2). Then the mini- 
mization problem 
has no solution. 
inf{f(u), UEM} (2.3) 
ProoJ: Let denote by S, the intimum defined by (2.3). Obviously 
S, 2 S. First we shall show that actually the equality holds. Let us consider 
the sequence 
then VIE (N/(N-2), 2N/(N-2)), @l,,,o(x)l, + 0, in fact 
(2.4) 
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Moreover using the definition of S and the fact that Yy,,,,, solves (2.1) it 
is easy to verify that 
4 lim,O E M, i.e., l~l,m.Ol 2* = 1. 
Now using the Holder inequality with p E (N/2, p2] we get 
f(4)ih.O) =jRV IV~~h.0 (x)l’dx+~~~a(x)(#,,,,.,(x))‘dx5S+ Ial,, I&,&,~~ 
Since N/(N- 2) < 2p’ < 2*, the (2.4) enables us to say S, = S. 
Now it is easy to prove the non existence result arguing by contradiction. 
Let u E M be a function such that 
f(u) = s. 
Then, since a(x) 2_ 0 on IL!?’ and a(x) > 0 in a positive measure set, we have 
j IVo12dx<j [~VU~~+U(X)U’] dx=S RN R‘V 
contradicting the definition of S. 
Remark 2.3. From the proof of Proposition 2.2, it is evident that 
inf(f(u), uEMnP} =S 
and that this minimization problem has no solution. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A sequence {u,,,) E 91*2(W) is called a Palais-Smale ^ 
sequence for f (for f,,) if 
3(~,) is convergent (U,F M and f(u,) is convergent) 
f’(u,) -+ 0 (SiM(ti,) + 0) strongly in (91.2)‘. 
The arguments of Proposition (2.2) give an idea of the way in which the 
lack of compactness of our problem (due to the unboundedness of the 
domain and to the critical exponent) is technically expressed. Indeed it is 
clear that the Palais-Smale condition (every P-S sequence is relatively 
compact) fails for p at the level ( 1/N)SN12 and for the pair (f, M) at the 
level S. 
The following theorem gives a picture of the compactness situation. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let {urn > be a Palais--Smale sequence for f. Then there 
exist a number k E N,, k sequences of points { yj,>, c IWN, 1 5 j 5 k, k 
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sequences of positive numbers {GA},,,, 1 5 j 5 k, k + 1 sequences of functions 
{ u;}~ c 91S2(RN) 0 5 j 5 k, such that for some subsequences, still denoted 
by &J 
u,(x) = z&x) + i 
1 
j=, (Oi,)W--2)/2 (2.5) 
and 
4%(x) m u’(x) strongly in T?B’,~([W~) Osjlk, (2.6) 
where u” is a solution of (1.1 ), u*, 1 5 j j k, are solutions of (2.1) and 
ifYL a J? then either oj, x +coorc$~O m-i-m 
azil~ +* 
if Iy’,l x + 00 then each of a’, x 0 
1. aA ----+ 3, m- +m O<rF’< +a2 
can occur. 
Moreover as m -+ + co 
lluml12-+ 5 IIuil12 (2.7) 
j=o 
fhJ -flu”, + 5 Low,. (2.8) 
j=l 
The first step in proving Theorem 2.5 is the following 
LEMMA 2.6. Let (urn} be a Palais-Smale sequence for p such that 
u,,,EG?T~(lRN)Vm and 
% - 0 weakly in 91*2( RN) 
2.4, A0 strongly in 9’,‘(RN). 
Then there exist a sequence of points {y,,,) c RN and a sequence of positive 
numbers {a,,,] such that 
dcf (N-2)/2 u,(x) = a, u,(a.,x + YA (2.9) 
converges weakly in 9’z2( RN) to a solution v of (2.1) and 
~(u,)=~~(~)+~~f~,--u)+o(l) (2.10) 
lI%A12= 11412+ II%-~l12+o(~). (2.11) 
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In order to prove the Lemma 2.6 we need the following result whose proof 
can be easily obtained by the arguments of Proposition 2.1 of [ 171 (cf. also 
Lemma 1.1 of [14]). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let {u,,,} c H~,,(lRN) be a sequence of functions such that 
urn20 weak/J> in HA(R”‘). (2.12) 
Suppose that there exist a bounded open set Q c RN and a positive constant 
y > 0 such that 





Moreover suppose that 
where xrn~ Hpl(RN) and 
(x,2 4) IhrIl&Y~,IW~)> v4 E qT( u, 
where U is an open neighborhood of Q and E, is a sequence converging to 0. 
Then the same conclusion of Lemma 2.6 holds, moreover 
Ym-94 and 0,-O. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. By the Hardy inequality 
!*,,v lu,(x)l’~(1 + Ixl)-2dx-j-RN IVu,12dx 
is bounded. Thus, using, e.g., Corollary (2.10) of [4] and the fact that 
u, -0 in g’,2(RN), we have 
s 
lu,(x)12 (1 + lxl)-2-“dx-+0 as m-r +E. 
RN 
So we get that U, -+ 0 in H:,, and in particular 
I4nI LP(BR(O)) -+ 0 as m-++oo, (2.15) 
VPE [2,2*) and for any fixed R.(r) 
’ B,(xO) denotes as usual the ball of RN, centered at x0 and of radius R. 
B,(x)=I-YEIWN:I.r-x,l<R). 
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Next we are going to prove that 
I a(x) Z.&x) dx + 0 as m++oo. u%N 
(2.16) 
In fact choose E > 0 and take R large enough in order that 
1 
Z/.+4 
(4~))“‘~ dx -cc. 
Thus, using (1.3), we have 
jRN 4-4(~,(x))~ dx = j- 4x)(~(x))~ dx + 1 4-4(~(x))~ dx 
BR(O) W&(O) 
5 l4.p,(&(0,, l%A2,2Pi(BR(0)) + G-I Il%nll;~.2(R~). 
So (2.16) follows by (2.15) because 3 5 N < 2~; < 2*. Therefore 
(a) f&d =hd + 41) 
(b) (~~)‘(u,)=~(~,)+~(l)=~(l). 
(2.17) 
Moreover there exists CI E (0, + co) such that 
.L(~,)2~~0 for m big enough. (2.18) 
In fact, otherwise 
would imply ((u,II m 0. Now put c,,, = [ u,,,l Lo and define 
ii,(x) z CTy - 2)‘2u,(cJ,x). 
Note that 
II&AI = ll%Jl and lfiml2* = lTnl2* (2.19) 
by the invariance of these two norms with respect to resealing 
u + u(~-‘~‘~u(~. ), then 
(a) &L@L) =&4n) 
(b) (.fm,’ (km) = &>’ (urn). 
(2.20) 
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Moreover, by the scale change, 
liiml* = 1. (2.21) 
If ii, + ii f 0 weakly in g1s2( RN) we are done: the wanted functions u, and 
u are precisely ii, and 6. [The y, are of course equal to 0 E R”]. In fact 
~(ii,-ii)=~~(ii,-ii)+o(l) (2.22) 
and applying the Brezis-Lieb Lemma [7] we obtain for m big enough 
f-&L, -ii)=L&4J-f(iq+ 41 f (2.23) 
(2.22) and (2.23) combined with (2.17)(a) and (2.20) (a) give then (2.10). 
The estimate 
ll1?,-ii~~*=Jlil,l(*-Ilii((*+0(1) (2.24) 
with (2.19) gives (2.11). 
Suppose now that ii, goes weakly to 0 in s1.2(RN). Let us decompose 
RN in N-dimensional hypercubes Qi with unitary sides and vertices with 
integer cohordinates and put Vm 
We claim that there exists y > 0 such that (up to a subsequence) 
dm>=y>O, VmEW. (2.25) 
Suppose, in fact, by contradiction, d, +O. Using (2.17) (b) and (2.20) (b) 
we obtain 
i.e., 
(.L )’ (&A = 4 1) in (gl,*(RN))‘, (2.26) 
Il~,,ll*=lii,l::+o(l). 
Then we can write 
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that, combined with (2.18) and (2.20) (a), if & -+O implies 
IF II m nlCRNj -+ + co, as m + + co, which contradicts the boundedness of 
))ii,j)B,,2 and (2.21). So (2.25) is proved. 
Now let us call j, the center of a hypercube Qj such that 
(2.27) 
and put 
w,(x) = ii,(x + jj,)* 
If w,(x) + w(x) f 0 weakly in g’,‘(RN) we are done: the wanted functions 
o, and u are precisely W, and w  [The points y, wanted are of course jj,; 
the relations (2.10) and (2.11) follow easily from (2.23) and (2.24)]. 
Suppose now that w,(x) converges weakly to 0 in Q’**(W), and hence, 
arguing as at the beginning of the proof, W, + 0 strongly in Lk,. Now in 
the hypercube Q of unitary side centered at the origin, by (2.25) and (2.27) 
we have 
s Q 
IVw,12dx= IIw,,II~~~~~- Iw,I~~~~)~CIW,I~~~(~)+~(~) 
= c lknl tqQL) +o(l)g+o(l)>o. 
So, taking account of (2.26) and of the invariance of the H;(W) and 
L*‘(R”) norms by translation, we can apply to w, Lemma 2.7 and to claim 
that there exist a sequence rl,,, + 0 of numbers and a sequence y, of points: 
y, + YE & such that 
u, =tjy*)‘*w,(yl,x+ y,)-u f 0 weakly in HA(RN) 
and 
~(w,)=~~(u)+~~(u,--v)+o(l) (2.28) 
IIwnl12= IId*+ Ib,-412+41). (2.29) 
Thus observing that JIWN a(x) w:(x) dx m-r++ 0 because w, - 0 weakly in 
gl,*(RN) and that IIw,,,)I = [(z&II = (/u~/(, Jw,12. = (&J2. = Iu~)~* by the 
invariance of these two norms by translation and scaling, we deduce from 
(2.28) and (2.29) that u, and u are the wanted functions. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Since u, is a Palais-Smale sequence for j\ we 
deduce easily that it is bounded in g’*2(lQN) and in L**. Hence we may 
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assume that u,-u” weakly in 91*2(RN) and in L2’(Rw”) as m + + co and 
that u” is a weak solution of (1.1). So if we put 
then zf, is a Palais-Smale sequence for % and 
z;(x) - 0 weakly in z~‘,~(IW~) and L**(R”). 
Now, by the definition of 9r.*(RN), Vm there exists 2; E%F(R~) such that 
*I llzt, - Z,/ly’.Q4 ) 
1 





z;(x) = i;(x) + (ZL - i;)(x), 
ZL- i;-+0 strongly in 9”‘(RN), (2.30) 
and 2; is a Palais-Smale sequence belonging to %:(&IN) and such that 
“I 
Z ,?I -0 weakly in 9’,2(RN). (2.31) 
Moreover, using an argument analogous to that used to prove relation 
(2.16) it is not difficult to verify that 
r 
s aBN a(x) ?;(x)(zl, -2;)(x) dx - 0 I?+ +r 
5 RN 
4x) u”(x) i;(x) dx x 0 
s RN 
4x) u”(x)(z; - i;)(x) dx e 0. 
(2.32) 
So (2.30), (2.31), (2.32), together with the Brezis-Lieb Lemma enable us to 
deduce (by calculations similar to those of Lemma 3.2 in [3]) 
112?J12 = 11%112 - ll~ol12 + 41) (2.33) 
~(i~)=f(u,)-~(Uo)+u(l) (2.34) 
~‘(i;)=p’(U,)-p’(Uo)+O(l). (2.35) 
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If 2; + 0 strongly in ~‘,‘((WN) we are done: k is just 0 and 
24;%4, 
(Observe that I/if,11 = Ilzf,II + o(l), f’(z,!,,) =p’(Sk) f o(1)). Now suppose 
that 
2; A0 strongly in 9 ‘x2( RN). 
Thus .?i verifies the assumptions of Lemma (2.6); therefore there exist a 
sequence of points {XL} and a sequence of positive numbers II!,, such that 
2$(x) = (qyN-*“* e!&;x + XL) 
converges weakly in g’*‘(RN) to a solution U’ of (2.1) and verities, by 
(2.10), (2.11), (2.33), and (2.34) 
I(t);-u’((*= Ili;l\‘- Ilu’JJ*+a(l)= ~~u,,J*- [(u’([*- (lu’l)*+o(l). (2.37) 
Iterating this procedure we obtain Palais-Smale sequences of functions 
,i =u.i-l-ui-l m m 3 zj,-0 weakly in gl,*((WN) 
and 
2; E UF( RN), ii-0 weakly in g’S2(RN) 
such that 
where l[zL - idll <i, so zh - ;j, + 0 strongly in CS’.*( RN). 
(2.38) 
Moreover we obtain sequences of points {XL} c RN and sequences of 
numbers q’, such that 
0; 5 (qy-*)/* gJq;x + xL) 2 uj weakly in 5@‘,*([WN) 
and ui solves (2.1). Furthermore, by induction from (2.37) and (2.36), 
taking account of (2.38), we derive 
j\,(v',)=3~(jjm)=3~(u~-'---~-' )+0(1)=3~(u~-~)-3~(u~-~)+0(1) 
j-l 
=3h?z)-3~~"k c 3&4+41) (2.39) 
i=l 
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and 
= lI%nl12 - l/~“l12 - c 11412 + o(1). (2.40) 
1=I 
On the other hand by the definition of S we have 
lluql* 2 s luJ\;*. 
SO taking account that uj solves (2.1) we obtain 
1) uql* 2 Sn’Z, Vj. 
This inequality with (2.39) and the boundedness of U, tells us that the 
iteration must terminate at some index k > 0. Finally put 
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where 
and 
Y; = XL, y’,=y3,+ i (cy-‘XL, 2sjjkk. 
i=2 
The sequences {ui}, (pi}, and { yL}, 0 5 j 5 k are the wanted sequences. 
From Theorem 2.5, we get the following informations: 
COROLLARY 2.8. Assume {u,,,) c C3’*2(l%N) satisfies the assumptions of 
the Theorem 2.5 with c E (( 1/N)SN’2, (2/N)SN12), then {u,,, > contains a 
subsequence strongly convergent in g’f2( R “). 
Proof: It suffices to apply Theorem 2.5 recalling that by Proposition 2.2 
any nontrivial solution u of (1.1) must have energy T(U) > ( l/N)SN” and 
that any positive solution of (2.1) has energy ( l/N)SN” and for any 
solution v of (2.1), of changing sign, j\,(v) > (2/N) SN12 holds. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let P be the cone of non negative functions in 
C~‘T~(R~). Assume (u,,,} c P satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.5. Then 
if c # (k/N)SNJ2, k E N (and obviously c > ( 1/N)SN12), u” in (2.7) is a non 
zero function and p’( u”) = 0. 
Proof: It is easy consequence of (2.8) and Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.10. The pair (f, M) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition 
in the interval (S, 22/NS) of values off. 
Proof: It is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.8. 
COROLLARY 2.11. If (urn> is a minimizing sequence for .f on M, then 
there exist a sequence of points {y,} c RN, a sequence of positive numbers 
{S,} c R+ and a sequence {w,,,} cC@‘s~(R~) such that 
%2(x) = w,(x) ++ y6m,y,(x)? (2.41) 
where Y a,,,,(x) are functions of the familjl defined in (2.2) and w, + 0 
strongly in cB~,~( RN). Moreover if y,,, -+ y then 6, + 0 or it is unbounded. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.2. 
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We now consider the functions 
(3.1) 
Remark 3.1, Note that V(y, 6) E 5P’ x (0, + CD) 
119~,,11” = s, Ih5.,~l2’= 1 so $6. >, E M. 
Also #g. y G P. Moreover lvlb, JP, p 6 (N/(N- Z), 2*), for any fixed p depends 
only on 6 because of the invariance by translation of the Lp(FZN) norm. 
The following simple estimates will be useful in the sequel 
LEMMA 3.2. For any fixed y we have 
i 
fil IIQ~.,IIML~ -+ + a as 6+O 
(ii1 II~~..AIHL~ + 0 as c~-++cc 
(3.2) 
(i) I46,.& -+O as 640, VpE(N/(N-2), 2*) 
(ii) 146Jp-+ f a as 6 + f ~0, VpE (N/(N- 2), 2*) (3’31 
Moreover for any fixed E > 0 
Proof: We have 
(3.5) 
where k, is a constant depending only on N. Then (3.2) easily follows from 
(3.1) and (3.5). Moreover the estimate (2.4) and the Remark 3.1 allow US 
to conclude that (3.3) holds. Since N>3, we get (3.4) from the following 
inequalities 
Ivy,,,++, 
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ProojI Fixed y E RN arbitrarily, choose p E (N/2, p2] (pz 
(1.3)). Then, using (1.3) and the Holder inequality, we get 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that a(x) satisfies (1.3). Then for every E > 0 there 
exist _S = 4(e) and 8= C?(E) [S 5 $1 such that 
(3.6) 
defined in 
I2 ’ 2p” (3.7) 
Since PE (N/2, p2], N/(N- 2) <2p’< 2*, then, by (3.3)(i), the left hand 
side of (3.7) goes to 0 as 6 + 0. Thus 
Analogously, if p E [pI, N/2) using (1.3), we have that 
5 Ial,. lq58,Yl $Z’-2*up’~ (q56,Y( i:‘“’ . 
= Ialp. Iq5s,y($fZ’-2*)‘p’. (3.9) 
Thus, by (3.2)(ii) and the fact that 2p’>2*, the last term of (3.9) goes to 
0 as 6 + + co. So the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that a(x) satisfies (1.4). Then 
f(4s,y) < 22/NS, VyER", vdER+ 




5s+ lalN,2- RN l$b,yw12N’(N-22) 







if 1x1 < 1 
if Ixl>=l 
and define 
y(u) =; jRv o(x) lVul* dx. 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf J yl 2 1 dw~ 
as 6-O. 
Proof: For every E > 0 there is a 6> 0 such that V6 E (0, $1 
1 
s I W\B,( IV) 
Iw5,,.l’< 4 
this is possible by Lemma 3.2. Then 
~(4,;k~jBF,,i& lV4a,J2dxl <E. 




s- s s a8N lV4,,,(x)12 dx + E = 3~. (3.12) 
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By (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain 
Call 
9 = (24 E M: a(u) = (0, i)}. 
From now on we shall assume (1.2). 
LEMMA 3.6. Define 
Then 
co=i$p’. 
cg > s. 
ProoJ It is obvious that c0 4 S,. To prove the claim we shall argue by 
contradiction. Now suppose 
cg = s. 
Then there exists a sequence U, E 91s2( W”) such that U, E 99, i.e., 
l%nl2* = 1 and 4%) = (0, $, 
and such that 
f(%n) - s. m- +m 
Hence from Corollary 2.11 we deduce that there exist a sequence of points 
{Ym>c~N? a sequence (6,) c R+ and a sequence of functions 
{wm} ~9’,2(RN) going strongly to 0 in 91,2(RN) such that 
&n(x) = w,(x) + 4s,,y,(x)7 VXERN 
For 4am. Ym one of these cases occurs (may be considering a subsequence) 
i 
(a) a,-+ + co as m-++co 
(b) 6, -+$#O as m-*+co 
(c) d,+Oandy,+j, lplc1asrn-r +cc 
(3.13) 
(d) 6, + 0 as m + + co and (y,lz 4 for m large. 
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First of all note that for m big enough 
4wm + $a,, ym) = a($a,, J + 4 1). 
In fact since W, m-+o;i 0 strongly in CS1**(RN) 
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Therefore 
Now we shall prove that none of the possibilities (3.13) can be true. If 
(3.13)(a) holds, then 
By (3.2)(ii). This contradicts (3.14)(ii). If (3.13)(b) holds, then JYJ + + cc, 
otherwise da,, ye would converge strongly in B’*2(RN) so u, would 
converge strongly in J%‘,*( R”) against Proposition 2.2. Then we have 
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So we conclude ~kh,,,,) =m 1 against (3.14)(ii). If (3.13)(c) holds, then 
Y(4s,,,) =; IRN,,,,,) IVAhdm(x)~2 dx 
1 
=- 
s s @\4bm) 
IW,,o(412 dx=dl) (3.15) 
by (3.4). If (3.11)(d) holds, then by Lemma 3.5, we have that 
P((n..y.)=&+41) as m++co 
and this contradicts (3.14)(i). 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a 6 1 : 0 < 6, < 4 such that 
(3.16) 
Proof: By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5 and the estimate (3.15) it is possible 
to choose 6,, small enough, such that (3.16)(a), (b), and (c) are verified. 
LEMMA 3.8. There exists 6, > $ such that 
ProoJ 
(b) r(h,.,f>$, VyE RN. 
(3.17) 
Y(ba,.)= 1 -;c,,,, IW,,(x)12. 
1 
So it is possible to choose b2 big enough such that (3.17)(a) and (b) are 
verified by (3.2)(ii) and Lemma 3.3. 
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LEMMA 3.9. Suppose a(x) satisfies (1.3), then for any fixed 6 > 0 
,,,$ cc f(Cbs,.J = s. (3.18) 
Proof Since \lda, ),I( * = s for any y E RN, VS E R +, we have to prove that 
s 4x1 lds.,J’ dx -+O as 1~1-4 +og. (3.19) RN 
So fix E > 0 and take p big enough in order that 
So we can write for y: 1 yl > 2p 
by HGlder inequality 
This gives (3.19) and then the claim. 




lb) (B(4a,y)l Y)w>O~ Vy:ly(zR undSe[6,,6,]. 
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Proof: Since 6 varies in the compact set [S,, S,] by Lemma (3.9) we 
can find an R,, big enough, so that 
Now denote by (RN),+ = ( XEIFP’: (xl y)ur>O) and by (IF); = 
@\(F4”), . Since 6 varies in the compact set [S,, S,] we can assert that 
there exist an R, E [w + big enough and an r E (0, $) such that the following 
things are true if 1~12 R, 
B,(J)=(xE!RN: Ix-jI<r}c(lFP)y+ 
with Ij - yJ = $ and Vx E B,(y) 
lx- Y12 
W-2)(N-2)‘2 cs+ ,x- y,2,N’ >H, >o, 
H, E const., and moreover Vx E (RN); 
So for any y: IyI 2 R2 we obtain 





H (XIYhc’ dx-l- 
’ I-4 s s 
H2lyl dx 
s &(j) (“Iv); lx- ylZCN--I) 
1 
zHH,-o (y( >O, ( > H, = const. (3.22) 
Thus (3.20) follows choosing R = max(R,, R2), 
Now let 
v= ((y, 8)E RN+‘: IYI <R ~E(&I, b)>, 
where 6, is defined in Lemma 3.7, c!& in Lemma 3.8 and R in Lemma 3.10. 
Let 0 be the operator 
CD: [RNX (0, + co)] + @,2(RN) 
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defined by 
Note that @ is continuous. Call C the subset of M defined by 
2 = (@(y, 6): (Y, 6) E q 




h E %(P n M, P n M) such that h(u) = U, VU: S(U) -L 7 
and define 
LEMMA 3.11. Let 
be the function defined as follows 
Then 
d(F, v, (0, $)) = 1. 
Proof: We consider the homotopy 
F(t, a) = t9 + (1 - f)Z”. 
By the homotopy invariance of the topological degree, and by the fact that 
d(Z,, V, (0, 4)) = 1, in order to achieve the thesis we have to prove that 
(0, +, $ F(f, a 0 (3.23) 
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where 
=I = HY? 6,): IYI < 41 
r*= {(YY 6,): 4-I IYI S) 
r3 = {(VT u: IYI 5 R) 
r, = ((y, 6): lyl =R, 6 E Cd,, &I>. 
If (Y, 4erlT by (3.16)(b), ~(+~~,~)<i then f~(b~~,~)+(l -t)d, < i. If 
(y, B)E~*, by (3.16)(c) we have 
then Vt E [0, 11 
If (y, 6) E rS, then by Lemma 3.8(b) 
fYkb*J + (1 - f) 62 > f for every t E [0, 11. 
If (y, ~)EJ’~, then by Lemma 3.10(b) we have VIE [0, l] 
((~8(~s,.)+(1-~)Y)IY)..>(1--t)IY12=(1--t)R2f0. 
Thus the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.12. If A E r, then A I-I 9 # J& 
Proof: We have to prove that VA or there exists UE A such that 
N(U) = (0, f). This is equivalent to the fact that 
such that 
(a. h . @)(y, &) = (0, 4). 
Now we set 
(3.24) 
6=(x-h.@):@-‘x(o, +co)-+W’x(o, +m). 
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We claim that 
4% v, (0, i,, = 49, v, (0% in. 




&Jy, 6) = a * @(y, 6) = F(y, 61, V(y, 6)Eav 
and (3.25) follows. Then, from (3.25) and Lemma 3.11 we obtain 
d(&, v, (0, 4)) = 1. 
Therefore Eq. (3.24) has at least one solution. 




K, = {u~MnP:S(u)=c andf;,(u)=O}. 
(3.26) 
Moreover for h E R, f” will be 
fh= {uEMnP:J‘(u)<=h~. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall prove the theorem showing that 
K, # 0, i.e., that c defined by (3.26) is a critical level and there is a critical 
point u E P such that f(u) = c. By the assumption (1.4), Lemma 3.4 gives us 
c~supf(u) <= sup f(f$& ,,) < 22;NS. 
UEZ BERN 
de&a+ 
Also by Lemma 3.12, A n LB # 0, VA E I-, so 
c 2 inf f( u) = c0 > S. 
a 
Hence 
s < c < 22’NS. 
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Suppose now K, = a. By Corollary 2.10 the Palais-Smale condition holds 
in 
PI-I (uEM:S<f(u)<22’NS}, 
then using a variant of a well-known deformation Lemma (Cl3 J, [16]) we 
find a continuous map 
q: [O,l]x(MnP)+MnP 
and a positive number Q, such that 
f’+“\f’-““cf2”““\f”“+“‘12 
m  u) = 24 
?(C u)=u, vUEfC-EOu {(Ah P)\f’+“O}, hE(O, 1) 
and 
rl(l, fc+~O/Z)Cff--E0/2~ 
Now let A E r be such that 





contradicting the definition of c. 
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